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Free Full Movie Bal ganesh 2 is a good movie. Bal ganesh 2 was released in 2015-05-10 in cinema category. Storyline Bharat (
Prashant Bhatt) is a businessman in New Delhi with a successful business. He has a young daughter by the name of Meenakshi

(Iraj Bharwani). Meenakshi tells Bharat that she has met her maternal uncle (Karanveer Singh) who is rich in Mumbai.
Meenakshi also tells Bharat that her uncle is in love with her and wants to marry her. The rich uncle (Sanjay Mishra) is a middle-

aged bachelor and Meenakshi is very much in love with him. Meenakshi tells her father about her love with her uncle. In
Mumbai Bharat (Prashant Bhatt) meets with a club manager called Dev (Akansha Naik) who is keen to enter into a relationship
with him. Bharat's friend tells Bharat that the friendship of him and Dev is doomed. Bharat and his friend get drunk and their

car crashes in Mumbai. Bharat is taken to the hospital but his friend Dev dies in the accident. After some days, Bharat is
discharged from the hospital and he comes back to Delhi. He finds Dev's car with Dev's corpse in it. Bharat then comes to know

that Dev was a victim of suicide and his friends tell Bharat that he is thinking of killing himself. Bharat tells them that they
should not be taking decisions in a hurry but should take time to think. He also tells them that he will join them for the trip to

Mumbai to meet his uncle. Bharat and his friends board a flight to Mumbai. When the flight lands in Mumbai, the pilots
suddenly declare a code red. The flight is to land in Delhi and is returning to Delhi. The passengers are getting nervous and the
flight captain announces that they are running out of time to land in Delhi. Then they come to know that the Delhi airport is on

fire and no flights will be able to land. In the panic 82157476af
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